
Here’s the Quick Way to Pass the Oracle
1Z0-588 Certification Exam

Oracle 1Z0-588 certification exam is one of the top-rated and career-oriented credentials that offers
a great opportunity to learn and upgrade new skills and knowledge. With the Oracle Hyperion
1Z0-588 certification exam you will not only demonstrate your proven skills set with the industrial
recognized certificate but also avail countless personal and professional benefits. With the Oracle
Hyperion Data Relationship Management Essentials 1Z0-588 certification exam badge you can
stand out in the highly competitive market and get the attention of HR managers or recruitment
companies. You can enhance your salary and get a promotion instantly. In addition to this, there are
other countless benefits that you can avail of after passing the Oracle 1Z0-588 exam. But keep in
mind to  get  success  Oracle  Hyperion  1Z0-588 certification  exam is  not  an  easy  task.  It  is  a
professional-level certification exam that demands a deep understanding of Oracle 1Z0-588 exam
topics  and exam preparation.  For  the  instant  Oracle  Hyperion Data  Relationship  Management
Essentials 1Z0-588 exam preparation and success you can trust on CertsFire Oracle 1Z0-588
Questions. The Oracle Hyperion 1Z0-588 exam dumps will provide you with everything that you
need to learn, prepare and pass the difficult Oracle 1Z0-588 certification exam with flying colors.

Start Preparation with CertsFire Oracle 1Z0-588 Exam
Questions:
CertsFire  is  a  leading  platform  that  has  been  helping  Oracle  Hyperion  Data  Relationship
Management Essentials 1Z0-588 certification exam aspirants for many years. Over this long time,
CertsFire Oracle 1Z0-588 exam questions played an important role in candidates' Oracle Hyperion
1Z0-588 exam dumps preparation. All the candidates that used CertsFire Oracle 1Z0-588 exam
questions passed their exam easily.  You should not ignore the CertsFire Oracle Hyperion Data
Relationship Management Essentials 1Z0-588 exam dumps and must try to evaluate your Oracle
1Z0-588 certification exam questions preparation performance.  As far  as the CertsFire Oracle
Hyperion 1Z0-588 exam dumps features are concerned CertsFire has added the top-rated and
high-in-demand features in Oracle 1Z0-588 exam questions. Some of the prominent features are:
free download CertsFire Oracle Hyperion Data Relationship Management Essentials 1Z0-588 exam
dumps demo, months CertsFire Oracle 1Z0-588 updated questions download facility free of cost,
affordable price, updated and real Oracle Hyperion 1Z0-588 exam dumps and 100 percent Oracle
1Z0-588  exam  passing  money-back  guarantee.  Download  CertsFire  Oracle  Hyperion  Data
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Relationship Management Essentials 1Z0-588 practice questions and start exam preparation without
wasting further time.

Valid and Updated CertsFire Oracle 1Z0-588 Exam Questions:

CertsFire is a famous platform that offers valid, updated, and real Oracle Hyperion 1Z0-588 exam
questions in three easy-to-use and compatible formats. These formats are: CertsFire Oracle 1Z0-588
PDF  dumps  file  desktop  practice  test  software  and  web-based  practice  test  software.  These
CertsFire Oracle Hyperion Data Relationship Management Essentials 1Z0-588 practice questions are
real and updated as per the latest Oracle 1Z0-588 exam syllabus. So you rest assured with the
CertsFire Oracle Hyperion 1Z0-588 exam dumps you will not only ace your Oracle 1Z0-588 exam
questions preparation but also get success in Oracle Hyperion Data Relationship Management
Essentials 1Z0-588 exam with good scores. CertsFire Oracle 1Z0-588 PDF dumps file is the PDF
version of  Oracle Hyperion 1Z0-588 exam questions that  work with all  operating systems and
devices.  Whereas  the  CertsFire  Oracle  1Z0-588 desktop practice  test  software  and web-based
practice  test  software  are  concerned  with  both  the  mock  Oracle  Hyperion  Data  Relationship
Management  Essentials  1Z0-588  exam that  will  stimulate  the  real-time  Oracle  1Z0-588  exam
environment. Get any CertsFire Oracle Hyperion 1Z0-588 exam dumps format that suits your exam
preparation requirement and start Oracle exam questions preparation today.

CertsFire Offers a 100 Percent Oracle 1Z0-588 Exam Passing Money-Back
Guarantee:

Today is the right time to prove your expertise and knowledge with the Oracle Hyperion Data
Relationship Management Essentials 1Z0-588 certification exam and put your career in the right
mode. You can do this easily just download the CertsFire Oracle 1Z0-588 practice questions and
start this rewarding career booster journey. CertsFire Oracle Hyperion 1Z0-588 dumps come with
the 100 percent Oracle 1Z0-588 exam questions passing money-back guarantee. This means to say if
you fail in the Oracle Hyperion Data Relationship Management Essentials 1Z0-588 exam despite
using our Oracle 1Z0-588 exam dumps, we will return your whole payment without any deduction.
So what you are waiting for take a decision right now and start the Oracle Hyperion 1Z0-588
certification exam passing journey.
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Question No. 1

Identify three common issues that are addressed by DRM out of the box.

A. Physical reconciliation of fact data from transaction systems
B. No central point of maintenance for a dimension
C. Hierarchies are maintained by IT
D. Rationalization of hierarchies across systems
E. Lengthy reconciliations and manual process to make changes in data relationships

Answer: B, D, E

Question No. 2

Per the example:

Your organization has two ERPs: PeopleSoft (PS) and SAP. Each ERP has its own chart of accounts.
Each chart of accounts is mapped to a consolidated chart of accounts. The Finance department
maintains the consolidated account hierarchy.

Identify the steps in the correct order to manage the mapping of the local chart of accounts in the
consolidated chart of accounts structure using DRM hierarchies.



1. Build the consolidated chart of accounts hierarchy.

2. Build the PeopleSoft and SAP chart of accounts hierarchies.

3. Create a property category called CoA Map with two property definitions: PS CoA Mapping and
SAP CoA Mapping.

4. Create an alternate Market hierarchy with limb nodes "large", "Medium", and "Small". Insert
cities as leaf nodes under the appropriate Market Size nodes.

5. Use the Blend function to merge the PeopleSoft and sap chart of accounts to the correct
consolidated account node In the consolidated hierarchy.

6. Drag and drop the PeopleSoft and SAP chart of accounts to the correct consolidated account in
the consolidated hierarchy.

A. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
B. 3, 1, 2, 4, 6
C. 3, 1, 2, 5, 6
D. 1, 2, 4, 6
E. 4, 3, 1, 2, 5, 6

Answer: C

Question No. 3

If you want to create an export for the Budget Office to export the Entity hierarchy. Which two steps
must be completed in order to accomplish this?

A. Make sure that you have Application Administrator access at a minimum.
B. Create the export and assign security for the export to the Budget Office.
C. Save the Export as a System object.
D. Save the Export as a Standard object.
E. Grant the Budget Office access to the Entity hierarchy.

Answer: B

Question No. 4

You decide to implement node type? for the Account dimension. What are the required steps that
must be completed to implement a node type?

1. Under Administer, create node types with valid assigned DRM elements.

2. Create a hierarchy property that contains a list of values that matches the node types defined.

3. Create a local node property called "HierarchyNodeType".

4. For version, set the HierarchyNodeType to "Dimension".

5. For the hierarchy, set the Dimension property to the desired Node type value (for example.
Account dimension type for the Account hierarchy).

6. Upload a glyph for each node type.



A. 1, 2, 3, 5 only
B. 1, 3, 4, 5 only
C. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 only
D. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 only
E. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Answer: B

Question No. 5

The images or icons in the first two columns of the properties Tab indicate the following about a
property:

1. Local property or global property

2. Locally inherited or globally inherited

3. Value is overridden

4. Value is default

5. Value is calculated

6. Value is manually entered

A. 1, 2 only
B. 1, 2, 3 only
C. 1, 2, 4 only
D. 1, 4 only
E. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 only
F. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 only

Answer: F
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